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ABSTRACT

Thermodynamics of a weakly interacting fermion-boson mixture has been

worked out on ne basis of the effective Hamiltonian derived in an earlier

paper. Trie? ̂ tical point behaviour is discussed in terms of the fields

( T (Ij U, ). For the degenerate phase of the mixture, the theory reproduces

the classical Landau expansion near a tricritical point. For the non-

degenerate phase, the theory differs materially from the Landau theory; it

predicts tricritical exponents in agreement with those calculated by

applying renormalization group theory to phenomenological models, and a

slope for the upper line larger than that of the X -line in the 'v~— I

plane.
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1. INTRODUCTION

2)

In an earlier paper (hereafter referred to as I), a system of

weakly interacting bosons and fermions was used as a model to develop a
3 4

theory of critical behaviour in He- He mixtures. The fermion amplitudes

and the short-wavelength boson amplitudes were eliminated from the problem

to obtain an effective, low-momentum boson Hamiltonian. It was pointed out

that if one ignored completely fluctuations of the order parameter (bojJ\J )

the effective Hamiltonian assumed the form of the well known Landau expansion

near a tricritical point. For the non-degenerate phase of the mixture, this

approximation is obviously inadequate. The known disagreement between

predictions of the Landau theory and experimentally observed tricritical
3 4

behaviour in the normal phase of He- He mixtures is, therefore, not

surprising from the point of view of the microscopic theory.

The simplest approximation which takes fluctuations of the order

parameter into account is the self- consistent Ifertree-Fcck (H-F) approximation. In this

paper thermodynamics of the mixture has been worked out in this approximation.

For the degenerate phase of the mixture, the theory reproduces, essentially,

the Landau expansion near a tricritical point. For the non-degenerate phase,

the theory is an improvement over the Landau theory. It gives tricritical

exponents in agreement with those obtained by applying renormalization
4)

group approach to classical phenomenological models , and also a slope for

the upper line larger than that of the X -line in the T(-— ~J plane. The
5)

latter result is in qualitative agreement with experiments.

An outline of the contents of the paper is as follows: the self-

consistent H-F approximation is introduced in Sec.II and the thermodynamical

potential and the equation of state for the mixture are calculated. As

( ~]"; M j j JMA ' appear as natural variables in the theory, the thermo-

dynamics is discussed in the T— f̂ n, plane with (Ur playing the role of

a parameter. The domains of the non-degenerate and degenerate phases and

the existence of the tricritical point (TCP) form the content of Sec.III.

Sec. IV deals with the calculation of tricritical exponents and the slopes

of the upper line and the ^ -line in the OC—~f plane.

A general discussion of the work reported in I and this paper is
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given in Sec.V, A derivation of the expression for JL<̂  used in I to

discuss the stability of the mixture has also been indicated.

-- -P , -

II. THERMODYMAMIC POTENTIAL IN HARTREE-FOCK APPROXIHATIOK

The effective bosons Hamiltonian derived in I is ( cf.Eqs.(51) and

(73) of I )

where

V "V
(M

,

The expression for C--^ in (4) is given by Eq.(47) of I. It will

not be reproduced here. Although U, is of order ( ), as will become

evident it is not necessary to calculate the third order contributions to
/ /

U . M ^ and Co .

On taking into account the symmetry breaking terms H (Eq.(2) of I),
s

the thereodynamic potential per unit volume can be written as

where P denotes the pressure of the mixture and

^ 2_f>v \\>\>\>c

Following Bogolubov , we replace ( b y /ft/) by a c-number M.

The four-operator and six-operator terms in (1) then take the form

/

V 'I
S

^ t =

V2-

Here

and n, and Y\, represent terms containing unequal numbers of creation

and annihilation operators. Each q summation excludes the point q=0.

W)
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The unknown order parameter M will fee determined by the requirement that

-^2- be minimum with respect to K.

It was pointed out in the discussion in I that one expects the

effective Hamiltonian to yield a Landau expansion for the mixture if

fluctuations in the order parameter are completely ignored. On ignoring

terms containing b 'a (q ^ 0), one gets
q

S\ =

o

where

<

c = - o> M t ̂,

The approximation (17 ) for C2_ is exactly of the form postulated by

Landau. It is evidently inadequate for the normal phase where the order

parameter vanishes.

The simplest approximation which takes fluctuations into account is

the self-consistent Ffertree-Fock (H-F) approximation. It corresponds to

replacing the 4-operator and 6-operator terms in h and h by their

diagonal points, i.e.

f f i-

denotes the mean density of bosons in the range 0 4, \% I K j> . The

Harailtonian in the H-F approximation consequently takes the form

where

("«,'t ("«,

'

(M)

\SL Y — M N

/
Since in thermal equilibrium N is expected to be a macroscopic

quantity, fluctuations in N about its mean value will be small. In

calculating the thermodynamic potential, one may, therefore, allow only such

quantum states of the system as are characterized by small fluctuations in

N about its mean value / N• j> , For such states the terms containing
7 2 i, 1

N and N in (19) and (20) can be linearized in the fluctuations in
the following manner:

and the effective boson chemical potential (- b) is given by

In

to

o well as b, ) appears as a correction of order ( (J )

It will be omitted. Similarly, ( ) appears as a small

renormalization of MLj and will be omitted.

The linearizations (22) and (23) hold for states having a mean density

- 5 - - 6 -



1/

T\ of bosons. The eigenstates of the linearized Hamiltonian, however,

can have arbitrary values of (fJ/V )• Consistency demands that in

calculating - S " ^ (CV< |°c ) defined by (11), the trace should be

restricted to only such states as satisfy (24).

As usual in statistical mechanics , the restriction (24) can be taken

into account by calculating

without any restriction and then choosing the parameter £, such that

X
=. -n

the symbol ^ ^ denoting thermodynamic average calculated with the

Hamiltonian ( M< + Ht ^ <E eotui ^ • T h e required SI. (^

is then given by

•«. - t «*€"•*>.

We can regard (27) and (32) as self-consistent equations for Vl or

b. The stability condition (33) will prove useful later.

The thermodynamic potential in the H-F approximation can now be

written as

The requirement that Si- be stationary with respect to M gives the

equation of state

LIJ +

The unknown quantity O^ is fixed by the requirement that -f2-j. be minimum

with respect to "n . I t should be noted that the trace on the right hand

side of (28) is meaniful only if
In the notations(37) and (38), Eq.(27) for b takes the form

b =

The calculation of SI- is trivial. We find that it has a minimum

with respect to *)0 provided

-vi - X(^) 5

Equations (29) and (32) imply that at the minimum point £, is

Equation (36) is not the same as in the Landau theory in as much as the

coefficients Q t and 0j, are implicit functions of M.

Equations (36) and (39) imply that for small M and small (h/H), b.

is a small quantity. On using the expansion

Kb! =
4

where I , (X , C-. are regular functions of T, one finds
0 | I



SI =:
"V*

k
Equations (42) and (43) can then be solved to give

Note that in the degenerate phase ( \n-^ Q n-i ̂  0 ) the above expressions

are meaningful only if

> ~

Here

and 0 , flj, denote, respectively, 0. (o) and O ( 0 ) . In writing the above

expansions, the dimensionless quantities ( Q.UL ) • ( C|^ii ' a n d

have been considered small in comparison with unity. The order of the terms

ignored is indicated in each of the equations. It is convenient to absorb

Mby redefining M , b, h and as follows:

In the region Q . !> 0, this condition is satisfied for all m, no matter

how small; in the region O < 0, (50) Implies the absence of a critical

line.

III. NOW DEGENERATE AND DEGENERATE PHASES

It is convenient to discuss the non-degenerate and degenerate phases

of the mixture separately.

a) Non-degenerate Phase:

The non-degenerate phase is defined by h.~^ O,Vv>-iO, ("|/>n) i Ot

The equations for ̂ >Jyv| and b for this phase are

- 9 - - 10 -



A positive sign for the square-root in (52) is required by the stability

condition (33).

If we hold M^. fixed, (X - 0 and O = 0 define two curves in the

I U - "J' plane. t is not difficult to check that in the limit of a

degenerate Fermi ;as ( MT, | H T ~>^> I )> the curve (X = 0 1=: concave down-

wards while the curve Q = 0 is concave upwards (cf. Fig.l). The two

curves intersect provided

I,
^ __-—

"5

We shall refer to the intersection of the curves as the tricritical

point (TCP) and shall show that thermodynamic behaviour in its neighbourhood

corresponds to tricritical behaviour. i.

Eq . (52)iiiplies that in the region O., "> 0, " L does not exist
/ 4

at points Qi. ^ 0 whereas in the region C

L 2.
0, a. does not exist in the

L 2.

domain tt.'C ~ 4 ̂  A ^ l e n Q n~ d eg e n e rate phase is thus possible only in

the hatched area in Fig. 1. It will, however, be seep, below that in the

region O , ^ 0, the degenerate phase is more stable than the non-degenerate

phase below the line O.^ — "h Q - In the region (\, ̂ > Q , the

boundary CX ~ Q of the non-degenerate phase will be defined as the A

line.

b) Degenerate Phase:

The degenerate phase is defined by t\ . —? Q , Hi -zk Q • The equation

determining \v\ in this case is (48).

Consider first the region Q (, <. O irl "the T-/* plane. The

square-root term in (48) is meaningful provided vv\X "> t^ij) • ^ i s

easy to see that for yyi "> \Qii \ the last term in (48) is only a

correction term. We consequently get the Landau theory solution for w\

= - a. -t-

Substitution for YT\ in (47) gives

K 2 - a,') ]

close to 0 . Together with the results obtained above for the non-

degenerate phase, this condition implies that in the region C^i^ <T O the

degenerate and non-degenerate phases overlap in the domain

In order to determine the relative stability of the two phases in

this domain, we compare the values of the thermodynamic potential in the

two phases. Using (41), (52), (54) and (55), we obtain

"ViL
- Z

where

/ a

and the subscripts D and ND refer, respectively, to the degenerate phase

and the non-degenerate phase. Examination of this expression shows that

{to)

if one ignores the correction term OL in (57). More exactly, (3/4) in

(59) and (60) should be replaced by "X where "X is solution of

The conclusion is that below the line

- 11 - - 12 -



P.! = \ ^
the (fcgenerate phase is themore stable ere while above i t the ncn-degenerate phase is more

stable . On the line (62) the t » phases have equal thertnodynanic potential and can coexist.

The order parameter on the coexistence line has a non zero value.

In the region 0^/^> Q f the l a s t term on -the r i g h t hand side of Eq,(48)

behaves as a correction term if is much larger than QL, i or is of

thethe order of £L . The solution for >rj in this case is given by

Landau theory result (54) provided O < Q . The conditions for its validity

become

a.

a.

The first of these is satisfied if ft and ^ are quantities of the same

order of sroallness; the second is satisfied if Q a is of the same order

of smallness as O-i. In the calculation of tricritical exponents (cf. Sec.

IV) these are the only cases which arise.

IV CALCULATION OF TRICRITICAL EXPONENTS

As seen above in the degenerate phase, the H-F theory reduces to the

classical Landau description. It will, therefore, give the same critical

behaviour near the TCP as predicted by the Landau theory. In the non-degenerate

phase, however, the H-F theory differs from the classical theory through the

presence of D terms (cf.(41)). The critical exponents associated with the

normal phase will consequently be different. The disagreement between the

Landau theory and experimental results has been noticed by several authors

and proposals have been made at a phenomenological level to improve Landau's

theory. No attempt, however, appears to have been made to explain the

experimental results in terms of a microscopic theory.

In the notation proposed by Griffiths , the tricritical exponents

may be divided into two classes: sub-t exponents and sub- U exponents.

The sub-t exponents describe critical behaviour along a line parallel to the

T-axis and passing through the TCP. The sub- tL exponents describe the

thermodynamic behaviour associated with the coexistence line near TCP. For

8)
the definitions of the exponents we refer the reader to Griffiths paper

9)
and the report by Kincaid and Cohen . Below are presented calculations

of a few typical exponents.

As pointed out in Sec. T of (j)^and as may also be seen explicitly

from Eqs. (41) and (43), the potential {.SL-t-̂ M) is a function of the

variables ( T j ^ U ^ ^ ) . It is, therefore, convenient to discuss critical

behaviour in the "1~—M plane treating Ij^ as a parameter. Some

remarks on the use of the variables ( T A P ) will be found in the

discussion in Sec. V.

An examination of the expressions for ft and (XK shows that both

of them are regular functions of T and W 3 at TCP (11 JU • ). For

small deviations from TCP, one may, consequently, write

a^ =

The coefficients cX% . . and d.^ are positive while <£r iB

negative. They depend upon 1/lj, through T^ and f<j* .

We calculate first the order parameter exponent ftj. defined as

The segment T<T^ of the line U$- P a +
l i e s l n t n e r e e i o n &1+ < O

(cf. Fig.l). On this line -m is determined by Eq.(54) which yields for

small ( T - T + ),

It follows that p,+ = 1/4. Using this result one finds for the suscepti-H
bility exponents Yl t n e value

(U)

- 14 -
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In the Landau theory the specific heat exponent Q(. is Xe.yt> in

the normal phase. In the H-F theory, the entropy per unit volume for the

normal phase obtained from (41) is

7>T
(fo)

At

U CT-Tt) (TO

1/1-
The entropy thus contains a term proportional to ( ~T—T^) which implies

oi, [2- .

It is evident that this result arises from the part of the thermodynamic

potential associated with the long-wavelength fluctuations r> . The Landau
1/

theory corresponds to ignoring these fluctuations and hence a zero value

for »£,

The values of other sub-t exponents are given in Table 1. For

4)
comparison, the values obtained by Riedel and Wegner by applying

renormalization group theory to a phenomenological one-component spin model

9)
have been listed as also those calculated by Kinkaid snd Cohen

We next calculate two sub- U, exponents, namely 0^ and "u"1" •

Their values in the Landau theory are, respectively, 1 and 0. The role

played by the long-wavelength fluctuations becomes manifest again.

At constant |Lf , J may be defined by

where T L denotes the values of the fermion concentration *~X. at the TCP.

Alternatively, since the quantity conjugate to ii i s n , we can set

Both the definitions give the same result for O y .

On differentiating the equation

at fixed ( ~Ty U, ) » we obtain

the derivatives on the right-hand side being evaluated at '> "*-_£ .

Expressions for T l , and ' " M M follow from the thermodynamic potential.

We find

I h

'/»-
I,

In the non-degenerate phase, the terms in (77), {78) which can lead to

singular behaviour of the derivatives are these containing b . Me,

%
therefore, restrict our attention to the derivative of b , which, in view

of (52), is

Hie need to calculate the right -hand side of (79) on the line *X. =• "aĉ .

defined by replacing :*_ by T-^ in (75). For small deviations from the TCP

the equation of this line becomes

III

- 15 -



where

«1 = '—l

i
A- A.

-"V>, > °^IJ denote , respectively, the regular parts of Vi^ and T? , and

the subscript t means that the derivatives are evaluated at the TCP.

Since the dependence of •>», on "J* is small (degenerate fermion gas)

and that of -fl. on Lj, is small, <$,^ and -Q., are positive coefficients.

Equations(80) and (52) lead to the conclusion that the line ^ = X is

given by

The value of b on thi3 line is

Equations (79), (83) and (84) allow us to infer that

The exponent SIJ+- is defined along the line T = 'j by writing

For small deviations from TCP along T=Tj_ , Eqs. (75), (77), (78) and (52)

give

— ^

•G 'i is defined in (82). We infer that, for small (where

(86) is satisfied with

The values of all the sub- U exponents obtained in the H-F

approximations are listed in Table 1 together with the experimental results.

4) 9)
The values obtained in other treatments ' are also tabulated. A

perusal of the Table shows that the tricritical exponents derived in this

paper are in agreement with the experimental values as well as the results

of scaling theories.

In the "X-T plane, the coexistence line (62) degenerates into two

lines ~X-U (_T) and '3C«(-T) . The line 1*- u , called the upper line,

represents fermion concentration in the normal phase while ~*~ t > called

the lower line, represents the same quantity in the coexisting degenerate

phase. In the classical theory, the upper line has the same slope at the TCP as

the \ -line. As will be shown below, this is no longer true in the H-F

approximation .

The equation of the upper line is

- I
L T,

where f*-i{T) denotes the coexistence line in the P L — T plane and *>1 ,

Tl refer to the densities in the normal phase. For a point on ~X-UCT)

close to the TCP, one can write

where « ^ and -£^ are given by (61) and (82) and the quantity on the

right hand side is to be evaluated on the coexistence line (62), To first

order in (T*"Tj. ), the coexistence line is the same as CX - ( ; , i.e.

' ~ t
- 17 - - 18 -



To the next approximation it is, given .by

Using these results, (91) becomes

The .in the ̂ ,—^|- plane is. given by

4

( -fc&xl*j) ^presents t t 1 ^ ™ . i f l j , . ? " in,th,e U^ — ~fy. plane.

Replacing ~*-iA in. (.91,) by ^t . . and using the fact that b is zero on the
V ' " ' J " " " ' " ~ " - ' - ' ' - ' - A - - ' • '-• • ' • • • ' • 1 ; - ' • ' ' • ' • ' ' • " • Q ' " • • • • " • • • : • • • - • • ^ •

-it
Eqs. (94) and (96) imply

fe 1 _
UT !

i . e . ,tjhe sjope, of tbe_ u^per .1 ine is larger i,n magnitu,d.e that the .elope -of
' A ' r \ • " " • • ' " • " ' " ' •••"-'••'• . x ^ n : . , • : . : , J - . , . _ , . ! - . ( , , r . . . | • . . • • • . • , • *

facts . It is easily seen to be a consequence of the b term.an C911.

>-• -: "'>• ^ ' • £ | . i < : . L : f. -/, '.'.• ':,:-r: i •_;

The role of long-wavelength fluctuations of the order parameter thus gets

7r ^ ^ i ) ^ ^' 0,h j ... (_r ' f ~'~ J r

r

V.
^ { ' " ' ^ ." : i i~J •- _ "•- . I T - ; ' . . i : • : • • " . . : " j ' f J u O L . . . ' • • • : t ; . • • / - . ! - ^ = ' • ' • \_ "• ..• ' , . . • "

 r
L : • • ^ - .

The.work reported in I r^nd this.paper was started with the

motivation of providing a microscopic quantum-mechanical foundation to

t} phenomenological theories of /cr̂ tiqstl b^h^viour in helitthi mistures. As the

9)
earlier attempts had not been successful in obtaining a Landau expansion

for the mixture, a primary objective was to understand how:,such an expansion

in powers of the order parameter 'g.a'jild af-ise 'in a microscopic- theory and.

what were its limitations. While we have"'not been able to achieve this

-objective using realistic int̂ raotlioil ipotentijals between helium atoms,. -i

investigations of a model fermion-boson mixture1 have provided satisfactory,

qualitative answers to the above questions. •/

The quantity of central importance in the investigation turns out to be

the effective, low-momentum boson-boson Hamiltonian H derived in I,

particularly the structure of the coefficients of "the 4-operator and

6-operator terms of H . This structure is similar to that assumed in the

Landau theory of a tricritical point. As pointed out in Sec.II, the Landau

expansion results on completely ignoring fluctuations of the order parameter

in the effective Hamiliionian,.-r'I!hiS derivatflorirof Iftys Landau Ltheory;j&lSQ. ••''

makes evident its inadequacy in explaining the tricritical behaviour of the

normal phase. When the fluctuations are taken into account in aty approximate

manner, one finds a tricritical behaviour in the normal phase in*accord

with experiment^ (̂  y~ -T ; ( t V, . * -*j ! ' ... / •- r; ,-, ;
V ,f= A- Hi •

The thermodynamic potential calculated in Sec. II conforms to the
7) 8)

scaling hypothesis '

SL

for the TCP. We may write (41) as

- J 2 ( Aj. Qu J M ). *

where X I . denotes the regular part of ( X I + h Mi and ,

X" '1 '

It is easily verified that X L scales as
{ ; ; i j ••.-,. : • • • • . , . - ; , [ - : .. .. $ t T •-"•'

^ I , H y-'
• ' •

1 ' "with CP = 1/2, P) = 1/4, and <X -1/2 provided to scales

t ' * t } \-V

- 19 - - 20 -
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.h

•fo1' k, implies that (101) holds. The equation of state
I 6 &t

(Eq.(42)} enables one to conclude that h scales as t with A ,
equal to 5/4.

The agreement between the results for tricritical exponents obtained

in this paper and in the renormalisation group approach applied to a
4)

phenomcnological Hamiltonian can be traced to the scaling property (100)

of the thermodynamic potential in both the treatments. It should, however,

be pointed out that whereas we have defined exponents in terms of the

elementary fields ( T - T j ) and ( Lt^ — K + ), in the phenomenol ogi cal

theory they are defined with respect to certain "scaling fields" whose

relationship with the elementary fields can only be postulated. The

importance of microscopic theories derives from the necessity to spell out

the connection between the scaling fields and the elementary fields which

enter the physical description of the system. The expressions for (X^O)

and Q(j[0) (cf. Eqe.(37),(38)) provide an example. It should also be

pointed out that values of exponents other than Of, , ft. and (ft

8)
are deduced in the scaling theories from scaling laws which usually

require assumptions about the regular behaviour of certain multiplying

functions.

The H-F approximation gives a correct description of tricritical

behaviour in the degenerate phase as well as the non-degenerate phase.

However, it gives a reasonable description of ordinary critical behaviour

in the degenerate phase only as long as the inequality (65) is satisfied.

In the opposite ease ( m £<£ Q(^ ), Eq. (48) gives a solution for M

which instead of approaching ZerCf on the ,\ -line, assumes a finite

value ( &C*| G^ ). In the region O j < Q , the degenerate phase is,

therefore, meaningful in an asymptotic sense only, namely if one first fixes

|(3j| , or the deviation j T — T^ j ,and then chooses a suitably small &t

to satisfy (65). This situation, however, is not peculiar to the H-F

approximation only. More sophisticated approaches such as the Green

\jt>1) function method and the renormalization group approach ' give

equation of state near a critical point in the above asymptotic sense.

An expression for U ^ upto the second, order in ( U ) was used

in I to discuss the conditions of thermodynamic stability of the mixture.

We indicate briefly the derivation of that expressions. Elimination of M

from (5) and (36) gives

M

/ t/

On writing \i u as ( U(,+ Uij ) a n d using Eqs.(77) and (78), (102)

reduces to Eq,(79) of I with the difference that ( — h/aM) replaces

V-6 l71^) ' These two quantities, however, are easily seen to be

equal. In the degenerate phase both are X5L*Q . In the non-degenerate

phase ( V\ I^M ) equals b. which, according to (27), is given by

( _ U _ y yf ) upto first order in U^. • E 1 - (75) for "M^

now implies that in the non-degenerate phase (-b) is equal to the chemical

potential of an ideal Bose gas of density T>^ .

Finally, we comment on the fact that we have derived tricritical

behaviour treating l^Lt a s a parameter whereas experimental observations

usually refer to a fixed pressure P. Following Bogolubov's work on

symmetry breaking, the correct order parameter for a system of bosons is

considered to be <̂  ^o/JV ̂ > with |r> 's playing the role of

fluctuations. It was pointed out in I that with s ^C>/jv^ a s ttie order

110*0

parameter, there exists just one thermodynamic potential of the fields, namely

-fl. f"i M l IMU M ) ' From a tneoretical point of view, therefore,

a Landau expansion in powers of the order parameter is possible only with

(T,Ui,, U. ) as field variables. the quantities ( T , A ; P ) cannot be used

as fields for such an expansion. The experimental situation, however,

corresponds to the limit In —b O . In this limit a potential function of

the variables ( T, A , P ) exists, and is simply M ^ . To express the

theoretical results for K -} O in terms of the variables (~Tf A; P ) all

- 21 -



that is necessary to replace U. everywhere by JU^ (T, A j P ). Since U ^

is a regular function of its variables at TCP ( its first derivatives being

the entropy per particle, the volume per particle, and the fermion concentration

**~), the critical behaviour at constant P may be expected to be the same

as at constant
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TABLE 1

List of tricritical exponents of helium mixtures. For definitions the

i-.- 'ler is referred to Hefs.(3) and(7).

h
sub-t

sub-u.

Experiment

1/2

1/2

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

- 2

Kincaid-Cohen

theory

0

i/a

1/4

2

Undefined

9

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

1

2

Present ,
a)

theory

1/2

1/2

1/4

1

1

5

0

0

1

1

1

1

TH

2

2

Renormalization

theory

1/2

1/2

1/4

1

1

5

0

0

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

a) Although the exponents are calculated in this paper treating Ifu as a

parameter, they are expected to be the same at constant pressure.(cf,Sec.V)

8)
In the renormalization group theory they are defined with respect to "scaling

fields" whose relationship to the elementary (experimental) fields cannot be

unambiguously specified.
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FIG. 1

FIGURE CAPTION

Qualitative plots of the curves Ct 2. — O and -̂ij — O,

Non-degenerate phase is possible in the hatched region only.

The dashed line corresponds to = — Lf C\Ct

Flg.1




